Celebrity Couple Miley Cyrus
& Liam Hemsworth ‘Have Zero
Plans’ for a Wedding
By Karley Kemble
Though Miley Cyrus and Liam Hemsworth are engaged, the
celebrity couple is in no rush to walk down the aisle.
According to UsMagazine.com, sources close to Cyrus and
Hemsworth say that pair is happy with the way their
relationship is, and “have zero plans of having an actual
wedding.” In fact, the celebrity couple already “considers
themselves married” because of how long they’ve been together!
Cyrus and Hemsworth announced their reengagement in 2016,
following a two-year break. Hopefully, we’ll see a celebrity
wedding from them someday!

This celebrity couple isn’t going
to be heading down the aisle
anytime soon. What are some reasons
to hold off on marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
While you may feel pressured to plan your wedding right after
you and your partner become engaged, it’s important to keep
your wants and needs in mind. Long engagements are perfectly
okay! Here are some reasons to consider pressing pause on your
future walk down the aisle:
1. It saves money: Sometimes, it’s financially smart for you

and your partner to have a long engagement to save money for
your big day. No matter the size of the wedding, they can be
quite costly. Invites, rental spaces, dresses – they all add
up very quickly. Ease the financial burden and take your time!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Is Miley Cyrus Expecting a
Celebrity Baby?
2. It grows your relationship: When you prolong your
engagement, you can truly get to know your partner better
because it allows for time spent together in a different
light. Though you aren’t rushing to get married, it’s
eventually the endgame, so you’ll spend more time focusing on
your future wedding – and ultimately your longer future
together!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Miley Cyrus & Liam Hemsworth
Are Writing a Play Together
3. It prevents stress: Wedding planning is stressful and may
seem impossible at times. Long engagements help prevent stress
because it provides a more open and flexible timeline. Plus,
you might even be able to score a few discounts if you book
your venues far enough in advance!
Have an experience you’d like to share? Leave us a comment
below!

